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Webinar On 
Patent Protection Strategies in Singapore

and India

Overview of Patent Filing and Prosecution Strategies in India and Singapore for optimal protection including
estimated costs for each action
Tips on fastest way of obtaining Patents in either of the Jurisdictions and pits that one needs to be careful of
Discussion on Specific Attributes of Patent Protection in Each Country (such as Foreign Filing License (FFL),
Divisional Patent Applications, Impact of ISR/IPER on Prosecution, among others)

India and Singapore are two major jurisdictions for securing patent protection by Innovators/R&D Establishments.
It is very common for an entity based in either of these territories to protect their technical innovation in the other
territory by way of patents, and its also common for an Applicant in either of the countries to have inventors from
both the Countries. Khurana and Khurana (K&K, India) and Alpha & Omega Law Corporation (Singapore), will be
holding a Joint Webinar to demystify various aspects of patent protection strategies in India and Singapore
including practices one may adopt for comprehensive protection and enforcement. Aspects that would be covered
in the webinar include:
 

About  the Webinar:

US | Malaysia | Myanmar | Sri Lanka | Nepal 

Vietnam | Bangladesh | India

Renee Xavier

Renee Xavier is the founder and director of Alpha & Omega Law Corporation, a Singapore
law firm specialising in Intellectual Asset law since 2003, with offices in Malaysia and the
Philippines. Admitted to practice in Singapore, Malaysia and the United Kingdom, Renee is
accredited with 28 years of experience in civil, commercial, real estate, property, banking
and corporate law. Since 2017, Renee was recognised as one of the world’s leading IP
strategists when she was presented the prestigious IAM Strategy 300 award by Globe
Business Media Group.Today, Renee continues to champion the strategic management and
deployment of IP and is passionate about helping clients commercialise and capitalise on
their IP assets to generate revenue and achieve sustainable growth.She also enjoys
passing on her wealth of knowledge via teaching engagements with IP Academy Singapore,
National University of Singapore, and Nanyang Technological University.

Contact For Registration:    
events@khuranaandkhurana.com

About Speaker:

Tarun has over 18 years of experience in a broad range of Intellectual Property subject
matters. Tarun is among the top 12 Patent Prosecution Practitioners in India as ranked by
IAM 1000 (and also by IAM 300 Strategists). He has executed numerous assignments
related to exercises of Patent Portfolio Creation, Protection, Valuation and
Commercialization for corporates ranging from Small Start-ups to Fortune 5 companies.
Tarun focuses on Patent Preparation, Prosecution and Litigation Opinions for Computer
Implemented, Telecommunication, Electronics, and Mechanical subject matters. His
education includes Bachelors in Computer Science from Pune University, Masters in
Software Systems from BITS Pilani, Bachelors of Law from CCS University, an MBA from
the prestigious IIM Lucknow, and is in pursuit of a PhD. 

Tarun Khurana


